Cocktail Hour Ideas/Sports

Sports Games:

HERMIT CRAB RACES
It’s incredible, totally cool and outrageous. Bet a hunch on your favorite hermit
crab, they’re painted in bright radical colors, the first crab out of the circle wins.
Winners receive prizes and pets to take home.

Sports Bar Schuffleboard
Just like in an authentic sports bar. 9 feet long. 2-4 players at time.

Super Chexx Hockey
Professional arcade Dome Hockey

4 player ping pong table
Double the fun with 4 as 4 people play at a time.

LED Light up Ping Pong Table
Cutting edge table is filled with Ping pong Balls and moving lights.

LED Glow Hockey Add some pizazz to your
games with this cool LED table

Circle Ping Pong Table – State of the
art circular shaped Ping Pong table.

Speed of Light A fast paced
game combining hand/eye coordination skills . Similar to popular
“Simon” game, Players hit their buttons as they light up. Player that is
most accurate wins.

Cocktail Hour Game Shows

Minute to Win it
Just like the TV show, contestants are given :60 seconds to complete challenges
Prizes for the winners

Beats Game
How well do you know you’re Beats?

New Game Show where players test their skills and ears! The DJ drops the beats by playing
various mixes containing a few seconds from 10 different songs. Players wear Beats ™
Headphones. Winner receives real Beats Headphones.

Punch-A-Bunch
Straight from the Price is right to your event, with a twist! Players must answer
Trivia questions and winners get to “punch” through the board and select a prize.

Around The Horn
Sports game where contestants score points by answering trivia
questions as well as debating subjects i.e. who is better Lebron James
or Kevin Durant.

Candy Crush Game
Up to 4 contestants at a time are given 10 boxes of candy. They are asked a
series of multiple choice candy and trivia questions and risk their candy by
placing it on the space they think is the correct answer or answers. If they are
correct, they keep their candy. If they aren’t, their candy gets crushed
(dropped) into the bottom of the case.

CASINO

Black Jack/Poker
$495 LED add $150

Strolling Black Jack
Great Fun as our strolling dealers interacts with guests

Photos

A New Twist on a classic idea. 2 dozen “Action”
photos are taken of a person and are bound in a book. When you flip
through the book it looks like an old time movie….

Flip Books

Super Studio
Here is your big chance at :15 seconds of fame. The first interactive booth of its
kind. Guests enter the booth and choose their “Virtual” experience. The
photographer has them “Strike various poses” as paparazzi style Flashbulbs go
off capturing the moment. Each guest receives a printout of their photo shoot.
Super studio adds additional themed experiences such as travel, custom step
and repeats and more. Regular and Celebrity virtual photographers.

Cell Phone Shop
IPad, Cell phone, Laptop & more! We take guests photos at party and add text &
backgrounds. Guests go home with their customized vinyl skin to apply to the
device they chose! Also have designs or photos on cases or bling out your
phone!!

Snap Chat Booth
This App uses face recognition and does great special effects (filters) that guest can
choose. They can be printed and emailed. We can also create a custom filters (Geo Tag) for
the event. Comes with a variety of props.

I-SIGN/ IMINGLE
I-Sign is a next generation fusion of photo booth, sign-in board and tons of fun! Think of it
as on giant iPad, that takes pictures and videos of guests and let’s them scribble their
message on the touch screen. Guests get to sign their names, message to hosts, draw
moustaches, hearts, and all kinds of shapes – use tons of special effects and
avatars….imagination is the only limit. When guests are done with their artwork, their
pictures are printed. I Mingle allows guest to use their own photos to draw on. Hosts receive
a master USB with all pictures on it. Optional Photo album!

Selfie Mirror- Step up to actual mirror which doubles as a photo booth! Strike
the perfect pose and 4 pictures will be printed. Custom commands and sayings
can be programmed.

Sticker Bomb - Customize, personalize…..Laptops, Mac Books,
Phones, Game Consoles, and more……made to order . It’s the Bomb……

Selfie Hash Tag Photo Booths /Social Media Booths

A hit at any event! Innovative, state of the art social media Photo
Booth. Take 4 pictures, print and/or send via email and post to
Facebook,Twitter,Hashtags and Instagram. Photos can animate (GIF)
when you retrieve.

. Full Data retrieval . Comes with props.

Slo Mo Booth
Hysterical and trending. Video captures your image in slow motion. With the
use of props, when you see the replay, it brings a guaranteed laugh and smile.
Have your video emailed . Optional Still Print.

Photo Booth Man- one of a kind robot with a built in
Photo Booth. Robot strolls the event enabling guests to take pics and
email them. Separate print station is optional.

CRAFTS

ENGRAVING
Guests get to pick from several gold and silver plate bracelets, chokers, dog
tags, money clips, key chains and more. We engrave their name at a party.

HAIR WEAR/BRAIDING/FEATHERS/CHALKING/Hair Tatoos
Our stylists pick from a variety of thread colors, extensions, Chalk, colored hair
spray and create an exciting unique new look.

WAXY WONDERS
A truly unique interactive experience that provides people with the enjoyment
of creating their own wax hand sculptures. We supply the props and colors. All
you have to do is dip.

LIDS STATION/BEANIE BAR
We bring the hats and patches. Each guest designs their own hat with awesome
embroidered patches that our attendant will heat seal for you. You can choose
from over fifty kinds, letters, feathers, numbers, sport teams, flowers, peace signs
and more!

HEAVENLY SCENTS
Choose from over 25 perfumes and colognes . Let our attendant pour you your
own 1/4 oz. Bottle. We send guests home with 1/4 oz.

DELUXE SIGN SHOPPE
Customized Street Signs and license plates can be personalized at the party.
Approx. 30 per hour/8x10 area/6’ table/20 amp circuit/3 attendants

SANDAL SHOP
Design your own flip-flops, Chinese Slippers. Choose different fabrics,
rhinestones, and paint pens to accessorize and create your own personalized
sandals.

Trendy Jewelry &
Bracelet Bar
Now serving the most popular styles. Stack ‘em up- you can never wear too
many!

T- SHIRT FACTORY
Custom Design your own T-Shirt.. We customize the designs on the
spot. The only limitation is your imagination. Various styles & colored shirts.
8 x 10 area/6 ft. table/20 Amp Circuit/2 attendants

Diva Tags
Dog Tags, Bones, Sports teams and many other hot designs w/ rhinestones
professionally engraved with a computer.

Pillow Shop
Guests Choose from over a dozen different Designs which are then stuffed and transferred
into cool pillows right before your eyes.

Design Your own Headphones/Speakers
Many different Colors and designs to make your own headphones or
speakers

LED T-Shirts

Don’t just dance to the music, become part of the music!
Sound activated………Pick your style; pick your color…Lights move
to the beat. Made live on site. Shirts can be branded…..

Nike Sock Station
Create your own pair of customized socks, made on site with many different
styles to choose from.

Hipsta Patch Station - Small patches in many styles. Bling out
phones, laptops, etc.

Hi-Tech

DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIO
Guests see lyrics on video monitor inside booth from digital laser discs. Each
guest will receive a USB Bracelet. Includes personalized labels.

Digital Graffiti
Digital Graffiti - A can or brush, user interface is provided that enables the user to work
with the digital paint in a wide palette of paint colors, brush shapes and size and more.
Images or photos can be loaded as a background so users can easily paint like a
coloring page, or allows for custom branding with logos or themes. After the users
create their art they can print a copy onsite.

I- TouchTables
Interactive touch screen table with games and customized back grounds.

Giant I Phone
5 foot version of an I-Phone plays your favorite apps. Totally touch screen.

Multimedia Foosball Table
4 or 8 player table with 4 Built in LCD screens w/ custom content

TO GO FOOD STATIONS

CANDY CART/DISPLAY
Just like in the movies, we come with a giant Lucite display filled with a lavish
assortment of the most popular and favorite candies (all kosher if desired). Great
for cocktail hour or the last hour of any event. Complete with personalized bags.

Cotton Candy Glow Bar
Add “Cool” to any event with light up bar and light up glow cotton candy
sticks.

Dragon Popcorn- Dragon Popcorn is a sweet and COOL taste sensation that
smokes cold air out of your mouth when you eat it! This custom flavored popcorn
takes a bath in coooold Liquid Nitrogen before it’s served.

Spin Art Cookies
As much fun to make, as they are to eat! Special Machine and icing are used. As
cookie spins in machine, guests apply to icing to create unique designs. No 2 are
the same!

Cotton Candy Artist
Beautiful designs made out of cotton candy. You won’t believe your eyes as the
artist creates these unique product.

Edible Balloons- Try this tasty and delicious cool
concept! Balloons made from sugar, filled with helium. AS much fun to make as
they are to eat!

Branded Food Stations
Bring some of today’s most delicious and popular treats to your event. You
name it, we’ll create it!!

ENTERTAINERS

FORTUNE TELLER / PALM READER

CARICATURIST
Let our artists capture the “real you”, by drawing your cartoon image. Available
in color or Black & White, traditional or digital with screen.

AIRBRUSH ART
Our artists create unique designs for any theme or interest. T-shirts, boxers, hats
and more.

TRANSFER TATTOOS, NEW BODY
CRYSTALS,HENNA BODY ART, AIRBRUSH TATTOOS, GLITTER
TATTOOS,FLASH TATTOS
Airbrush or transfer dozens including the newest craze – Glitter!!!☺

MAGICIAN/MENTALIST
Jaw-dropping Entertainment! He will simply amaze your guests by reading their minds.

Nail Printing - Hundreds of designs to choose from. Kisok instantly transfers
image to your nail. Make a statement!

Balloon Artists
Not Just Poodles here! Our amazing balloon artist can create anything your
heart desires providing hours of enjoyment either watching or playing with their
new creations.

